About the Park
England has a megalithic circle of Stonehenge, Peru mysterious energy of Machu Picchu, Egypt
magnificent pyramids , Turkey prehistoric Capaddochia tunnels and Mexico spiritual pyramids in
Teotihuacan. These are the attractions that millions of visitors, researchers, Spirituals and media
have visited.
Visoko in Bosnia and Herzegovina has it all and more. Besides the largest and oldest pyramid of the
world, Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, there is a mysterious prehistoric complex of tunnels beneath the
pyramids where is present electromagnetic, ultrasonic and ionized energy with healing properties.
Opening of the "Archaeological and tourist park RAVNE 2" in June 2016 adopted a series of new
facilities that will become a magnet for visitors in the years ahead. "Archaeological Park: Bosnian
Pyramid of the Sun" is placed on 40,000 sq.m., where we have transformed neglected wetland with
wild dumps in a beautiful natural environment, the forest with parks, where there is peace and
tranquility and where we can easily establish a deep connection with nature.
World prehistoric opens before the eyes of the curious, and the park provides sanctuary to all
those who want education on ancient phenomena or simply relax in a family environment. The
location of the park is ideal: located next to the entrance to the underground labyrinth Ravne and
provides additional content to stay in the heart of Bosnia.

Archaeological and tourist park “RAVNE 2 "is open every day from 9:00 am to sunset. We are a
member of the International Organization of amusement parks IAAPA.

Facilities and International Donors
Ambassador of UNESCO Marko Pogacnik from Slovenia give the megalithic circle inscribed with
"cosmograms" messages in stone in the world of broadcast messages of love, the development of
global awareness and communication with planet.
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The director of "WM Magazine" from Prague Jiri Matejka with his team has built the spirals of
energy.

A professor of agronomy Vehid Ibraković from Slavonski Brod with his Volunteers donated spiral
botanical garden with medicinal herbs.

In cooperation with our Friends from England Sue Jones and German Gerald Gumpert we have built
the energy stone circles and infinite "Eight".

In the park are placed stone circles around the tree as a sort of "necklaces" and a sign of harmony
with nature.

Hexagonal wooden platform for yoga, meditation, dance and relaxation has become a favorite spot
of many visitors. Hexagon symbolizes the six major pyramids located under the green forest belt and
blue sky.

Around facilities one can meet archaeologists, geologists, engineers and volunteers from around the
world to explore the second level of underground tunnels, and in a nearby hill "bell tower" within the
Park, were found additional tunnels.

